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A-level results

Nerves, tears
and excitement
on results day
After all the stress, the moment of truth...
By hannah brown
hannah.brown@reachplc.com
@essexlive

It WAS an emotional day for sixthform students across the country
last week as they headed to their
schools to collect their A-level
results.
There were nerves, tears and
excitement as envelopes were
opened to reveal whether all the
months of hard work had paid off.
Schools congratulated their students for their successes, with some
highlighting how they had achieved
them in spite of the ‘challenges’ of
the reformed A levels.
In Chelmsford, The Sandon
School celebrated some of the highest results in the school’s history
with an overall pass rate of 98 per
cent and 40 per cent gaining an A* to
B.
Head teacher Andy Weaver said:
“With the continued debate about
the demands of the reformed A levels, we congratulate our students for
once again rising to the challenge to
achieve some outstanding results
which will enable them to pursue
their chosen future pathways.”
Students from The Boswells
School are spreading their wings to
universities around the world after
receiving their results.

A happy bunch at New Hall

Martha Wilson, who achieved A*
grades in English literature, psychology, and philosophy and ethics, plus
an A in biology, will be heading to
the University of Oxford to study
English literature and language.
Holly Bentley has already travelled all the way to the USA after
gaining a prestigious volleyball
scholarship at the University of new
Hampshire in Boston.
She was awarded A* grades in law
and PE and an A in media studies.
Moulsham High School congratulated students for “fulfilling their
potential” after achieving “fantastic
results”. A total of 83 per cent of the
grades awarded to students were A*
to C grades.

Head teacher Julia Mead said: “We
are immensely proud of all our students’ achievements. It is fantastic
that we have several students who
gained top grades in all of their subjects, but we are equally delighted to
celebrate the fact that so many others have fulfilled their potential and
can now take their next steps with
ease.”
Witham Sixth Forms students
were celebrating their successes and
excitedly looking forward to their
next steps.
Sophia Cook surprised herself by
achieving results that were higher
than her mock exams, gaining an A*
in maths, As in further maths and
chemistry, and a B in physics.

We are delighted to

“I’m a very
She said: “My
celebrate the fact so
artistic person
results are better
many have fulfilled their
and for a long
than I expected,
potential.
time I have
they are better than
wanted to go
I achieved in my
Julia Mead, Moulsham
into
the
art
mocks. Maths and sciHigh School
industry,” Harriet
ence have always been
said. “My family are
my passion. I picked the
very proud of me. I am the
University of Warwick as it is
one of the top universities and I got a first person in my family stepping
good impression when I went along outside of the ‘norm’; my older siblings went into the same jobs my
for the open day.”
Harriet Hibberd said her future parents do.”
The Felsted School celebrated a
plans are a step “outside the norm”
in her family. She received an A in high pass rate of 99.6 per cent, with
photography, Distinction* in BTEC 83 per cent of students receiving A*
business and a merit in BTEC media, to C grades.
Chris Townsend, the headmaster,
which will take her to Manchester
said: “I am very proud of the hard
School of Art to study art history.
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At a glance... the
schools in numbers
Witham Sixth Forms’
Hannah Morgan

■■84% A*-B
■■50% A*-A

The Boswells School
■■88% A*-C
■■55% A*-B

Ormiston Rivers
Academy
■■60% A*-C
■■30% A*-B

Chelmer Valley High
■■100% A*-E
■■80% A*-C
■■50% A*-B
Chelmsford County High
School for Girls
■■84% A*-B
■■58% A*-A
Felsted School
■■99.6% A*-E
■■82% A*-C
■■29 students who took
IB 100% pass rate
St John Payne Catholic School

Students at Ormiston Rivers
Academy share their news

work done by this outstanding group of
young men and women.”
Plume Academy in Maldon praised
students and the results they achieved,
highlighting their success was managed given the “increased demands
and expectations of the new A level
curriculum”.
The school’s overall pass rate
increased to 96.6 per cent, with top
achievers including Jake Law who was
awarded a Distinction* in ICT, an A* in
maths, an A in business and a B in further maths. He will be heading off to
study maths at Loughborough University in September.
Carl Wakefield, principal at the academy, said: “I am exceptionally proud of
the results achieved by our college students this year, particularly during a
time of increased demands and expectations in terms of the new subject curriculum content.”
Ormiston Rivers Academy students
received their highest average point
score for A levels in four years. Of the
grades received by students, 96 per
cent were of a pass rate and 60 per cent
were between A* to C. Some of the high

King Edward VI
Grammar
■■87% A*-B
■■65% A*-A

Plume Academy
■■96.6% A*-E
The Sandon School
■■98% A*-E
■■78% A*-C
■■40% A*-B

The wait is over at
Ormiston Rivers Academy

St John Payne Catholic
School
■■80% A*-C
■■51% A*-B
■■23% A*-A

Moulsham High School
■■83% A*-C

Thurstable School
■■100% A*-E
■■87% A*-C
■■68% A*-B
■■52% A*-A

New Hall School
■■95% A*-C

Witham Sixth Forms
■■64% A*-C

A red letter day at New Hall

Witham Sixth Forms’
Sophia Cook

achievers included James Tavner, who
was awarded an A* in maths, As in
physics and chemistry and an A* in his
Extended Project Qualification (EPQ).
He will be heading to Queen Mary University in London to study medicine.
Amy Cooper achieved A grades in
biology, chemistry and physics, and an
A* in her EPQ. She has secured a place
to study optometry at Cardiff University.
Joan Costello, principal at the school,
said: “I am absolutely delighted with
the continued progress and achievement of our sixth form and would like
to congratulate all of our students on
their
well-deserved
examination
results.”
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